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BIG

Heather and Pete 
Dyson have doubled 
the size of their 1930s 
semi-detached house 
to create the ideal 
family home
WORDS VICTORIA JENKINS   
PHOTOS FRASER MARR

Heather and Pete Dyson fell in  
love with a 1930s two bed semi-
detached house with ample 
character, including original 

period features such as tiled fireplaces, oak 
floorboards and interesting alcoves. It did  
not, however, offer the level of space they  
were looking for. Having been previously 
owned by a woman who had lived there  

Dream
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      The kitchen was less 
than 5m2 – in fact, the 
whole house was small
‘‘ ’’

FACT FILE

NAMES Heather & Pete Dyson

OCCUPATIONS Psychologist & senior 
manager in insurance company

LOCATION Surrey

TYPE OF PROJECT Renovation  
& extension

STYLE 1930s semi 

CONSTRUCTION METHOD  
Brick & block

PROJECT ROUTE  
Builder project managed 

PLOT SIZE 708m2

PROPERTY COST £425,000 

BOUGHT 2015

HOUSE SIZE 158m2

PROJECT COST £266,566

PROJECT COST PER M2 £1,687

TOTAL COST £691,566

BUILDING WORK COMMENCED  
October 2016

BUILDING WORK TOOK  
11 months

CURRENT VALUE  
£750,000

The house has effectively doubled in size, with the entrance now in 
the new part of the building to create a better layout downstairs

Wood-effect tiles laid in a Chevron pattern 
add to the unique character of this home

The Dysons now have a fantastic family kitchen,  
complete with a table and collage of memories

Build It February 2021

The living room has period charm,  
thanks to the original fireplace

for permission; however, this process didn’t go smoothly. The 
Dysons’ neighbours were concerned that the design would  
block their natural light, which delayed the process. “We ended  
up amending the plans, but we’re actually glad we did because  
it meant a better layout,” says Heather.

Total revamp
Heather and Pete decided to go with a builder that could take  
on the role of project manager and coordinate everything on  

their behalf, including employing sub-
contractors. They chose local firm Coopers 
Design and Build, which is headed up  
by David Cooper, who spent 10 years 
working as a sergeant in the Royal Electrical  
and Mechanical Engineers Corp. The  
couple were impressed with David’s ideas,  
as Heather says: “He had a lot of useful  
tips, such as how to improve the layout  
and which flooring to go for.”

“I did tweak the architects’ plans a bit,” 
says David. “I removed an unnecessary 
window in the kitchen and took down a  
wall between there and the snug, as well  
as adding some character to what would 
have been just a line of kitchen units. As  
for the main bedroom, I moved the position 
of the ensuite to where an old unwanted 
cupboard was taking up space.”

The project involved doubling the size of 
the house by extending 2.7m deep and 2.9m 
to the side to include a large kitchen-diner, 

for 60 years, it was rather on the dated side. Key areas that needed 
addressing were the small kitchen, the need for more bedrooms and 
bathrooms and a renovation that was more suited for modern living.

“We knew before buying that this was an extension project,” says 
Heather. “The kitchen was less than 5m2 – in fact, the whole house 
was small.” The couple engaged an architect, who drew up plans for  
a wrap-around 69m2 two-storey extension that would almost double 
the size of the property and make it fit for the Dysons’ lifestyle. 
Happy with the scheme, the designs were submitted to the council 
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 WE LEARNED...

THINK CAREFULLY about the use of 
each room and where you will spend the 
most and least time. This will be helpful 
when it comes to deciding on lighting, 
furniture and storage.

A BIT OF PLANNING around 
technology will help to avoid having to 
add wires at a later date. Consider where 
you might need power and network 
access for streaming. Think about if  
you might want hidden speakers, too.

ACCENT LIGHTING not only looks 
great, but the soft lighting can be a real 
asset for avoiding harsh glare during dark 
evenings and early mornings. 

separate utility and cosy snug. Repositioning the staircase and the 
front door (which was originally at the side of the property) allowed 
space for a bigger hallway, a new porch and a cloakroom. Upstairs, 
there was now space not only for a master bedroom and ensuite, but 
also another guest bedroom and larger family bathroom. 

The couple kept the original fireplace in the front living room, but 
the one in the dining room was removed and the mantle replaced 

with an oak beam lintel, which draws the eye and creates a useful 
shelf. This rooms opens onto the new snug, which features rooflights 
the help to filter light back into the original part of the building, 
while French doors connect to the garden. 

Achieving the dream kitchen
The L-shaped culinary zone is located in the extended section. 
Heather approached Sigma 3 Kitchens in Esher because they 
manufacture and retail machine-cut units in the UK. “We think  
they offer excellent value for money,” says Heather. They worked 
with designer Oliver Howard to come up with a bespoke scheme. 

The Dysons were keen on a dark blue design they had seen which 
they felt was striking and unusual. However, Oliver felt that such a 
dark shade might be too strong. “I agreed with him once I discovered 
that to get the right colour meant hand painting each unit at vast 
expense,” says Heather. “I liked that he grasped the kind of look we 
wanted and I didn’t get the impression they were just trying to spend 
all our money. In the end we chose Masterclass units and had the 
Shaker-style cabinetry in dove-grey, with duck egg blue for the 
island and Bianco Maple silestone worktops.”

Although Heather had wanted a wooden floor, they decided to fit 
tiling that resembles wood as it worked better with their underfloor 
heating, is easily washable and long lasting. Another unusual feature 
is an oak butchers block at the end of the kitchen island. “Pete is a 
keen shot and often brings back game to cook,” says Heather. “The 
block is designed so the end-grain of the wood forms the surface 
which makes it very tough and won’t show any knife cuts.”

Working around eaves
The new family bathroom presented an awkward L-shape, with  
the slope of the roof forming part of the ceiling. Johanna Flores,  

Rooflights combined with glazed patio doors 
ensure the snug is flooded with sunshine

The walk-in shower has a Mediterranean 
feel with stylish tiling on all sides

The dining room leads through  
to an additional living space
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size of the one they bought and full of modern features, alongside 
characterful details that hint back to the property’s roots. 

Since completing the project, two have become three, and 
Heather and Pete have welcomed a little boy called Rowan. “We’re 
really glad that we built the extension when we did,” says Pete, as 
they now benefit from the ideal home for their growing family.

a designer at Bathroom Eleven, was on hand to assist with the  
layout and was able to create a high end walk-in shower in just  
1m2 of space. “My husband Pete likes the functional look whereas  
I like things to be elegant, so we had to compromise,” says Heather. 
“We chose a simple basin with a beautiful bowl shape, while the  
loo, generally not a thing of beauty, is also in a simple design and 
discreetly tucked away in a corner.”

Having been inspired by a patchwork of colourful tiles in spot 
areas they’d seen on Pinterest, they chose antique-style blue-grey 
patterned tiles – Park Antique Silver wall and floor tiles from 
Porcelanosa – for the bath panel and within the shower area. Wood-
effect porcelain tiles are on the floor. “They were exactly what we 
wanted to add some character to what could have been a bland 
bathroom,” says Heather. “Then to help the light dance round the 
room, David has put in three mirrors in a row above the basin. To 
avoid being cracked from the heat of the adjacent wall lights he 
attached the lamps, which he’d sourced for us online, onto blocks  
of wood on either side to lift them out of the way.”

Family home 
The main building work took 11 months, and for the exception of 
two months, the Dysons lived in the property while the renovation 
and extension was being built. However, there were a lot of little bits 
left unfinished, like the driveway, guttering and rendering of the 
porch. It wasn’t until August 2018 that Heather and Pete had a fully 
completed renovation. However, they now have a property twice the 

Caged pendant lights drop down from the 
ceiling to illuminate the hallway below

The ensuite has funky green tiling to 
offer a break from the neutral scheme
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TOTAL BUILD COST BREAKDOWN

Clever kitchen ideas...

closer look

The Dysons’ builder and project manager, David Cooper, came up 
with a great way to add character to a kitchen that might otherwise 
look somewhat monotonous. “Instead of having a long run of floor 
and wall units, I broke them up by designing and making four oak 
shelves of varying lengths which were installed between them.” 
These are screwed both into the wall and the units on either side, 
as floating shelves would not have supported much weight. “Then instead 
of placing the big fridge-freezer cupboard at the end of the run I moved it to be at right angles to 
the units,” he adds. David also recommended the cupboards on the far side of the island should 
be handle-less to allow the table to be pushed against them.

Elements Cost m2 Cost % Total cost

Bespoke kitchen shelves

Useful contacts
BUILDER Coopers Design and Build 020 7018 5580 www.coopers 
designandbuild.co.uk KITCHEN Sigma 3 01372 467464 www.sigma3. 
co.uk BATHROOM Bathroom Eleven 020 8335 6821 www.bathroom 
eleven.co.uk TILES Porcelanosa www.procelanosa.com Mandarin  
Stone 01600 715444 www.mandarinstone.com

Floor plans

Ground 
floor

First  
floor

House plans re-created using  
Build It 3D Home Designer software.  

www.buildit.co.uk/3dsoftware

Grand total   £266,566

Note: The costs shown here reflect the original prices for materials, labour 
and services at the time this project was undertaken. As a general guide, 
inflation in the construction market runs at about 3%-4% per annum.

Preliminaries £114 7% £18,034

Enabling works £40 3% £6,250

Structural works £361 21% £57,051

Roof works £165 10% £26,025

Carpentry £67 4% £10,518

Glazing £77 5% £12,100

Insulation & screed works £30 2% £4,755

Kitchen £206 12% £32,615

Sun room £24 1% £3,789

Bedrooms £50 3% £7,938

Hallway £37 2% £5,880

Joinery & fittings £392 23% £62,000

Bathroom £70 4% £11,148

Ensuite £54 3% £8,463
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